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tag[s]: on computer digital art meditations, that’s a bit of a joke as a tag, uh then, regular counseling 

incorporating geo-physics and of course, uh, basic art; uh, computer science , titles 

 

This guy; that’s not too soporific; has a re-occurring dream of something that used to have: had 

happened to him; where as in a location he was locked in the one side of this blue house; and then a 

bunch kids or several kids got him out; and he just doesn’t want to be locked into that house in that 

location until he’s gotten out [i.e. in the meantime]. He knows for sure that in this case he will still get 

out. How does he change his location; because it’s not like the people who locked him would let him. 

Easy: right?  

Draw a house; he want s the house to be more blue; or a different more blue shade of blue. 

There actually is a white picket fence which he wants to be yellow now. 

The rest of the details aren’t as important, to him. 
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Starting solution: He draws a stig[stick] figure with his face on it in the one location of the house; 

perhaps where he was; and then simply moves the stig figure where he [‘d] rather be. 

 

A side note: on combat logistics: and reality interface with such and also so then in this case reality 

creation: you could test in all functional scenarios or not in the drawing digital or such; and then see 

within a short period for rough functional enough testing how reality proximates change around you 

that’s authentic enough; before deciding on the one set or such change; in such a small provision even 

in dangerous combat; it would hardly make a disastrous difference; but still a significant and perhaps 

eventually important difference.  

theme: IX just don’t want to be locked up in that location; if even IX [is] eventually going to eventually 

get free; mostly but not completely unharmed. The first analysis of harm, unjust: is the dream not 

going the way IX want[a] in location of general set house; so re-set location within general set house; 

and test the, all the possible: potential re-sets; that are seemingly functional to potential [uh, ordering 

sets is that that].  

theme music citation: johnny come home fine young cannibals 

 

part two. to post to the fvp : lear-ning 

 

such an obvious word diagram 

while working on the next publication: citing the next publication  

don't forget to post: 

as in cited: King Lear; and of course: what do most understand yes; quickly want: 

 is ning; [yes, perhaps making lear important; and then we have the classical –ism actually 

edifying lear to at least some important [–t, ce]; create-ing what is that safety from egotism 

inappropriate by just the name of the work; or part of its center name and then there is of course 

the non-contradiction of the pre-phase to the title certifying this point to is it phonetically valid] 

and in its characteristic use; perhaps different from the first clench of meaning; 

within Learning the ing is almost a sound of rhythm such as each learn incident is accompanied 

by a sound of rhythm but perhaps a support of rhythm; like a bell in a show game; everyTime 

one has won something based on actual knowledge and its prowess;  

[t/b/c in some form at least; a hope to that read?] 


